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DOMETIC FRESHWELL
3000 

        

   

Product price:  

1.139,50 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

DOMETIC FRESHWELL3000 AIR CONDITIONER 

Dometic Freshwell3000 air coditioner is an under-bench conditioning unit that can be installed in
vehicles measuring up to 8 metres in length. The compact size and powerful cooling capacity
make for an efficient space-saving solution to cool or heat your motorhome up to 2700 watts.

Dometic air coditioner Features 

- Compact size 628 mm x 400 mm x 286 mm that conveniently fits even under the bench of
your RV or caravan. This allows you to cool or heat your vehicle without adding any load to
your roof, without altering the weight or volume of your vehicle or affecting the centre of
gravity of your vehicle. Imagine having that perfectly cool or warm RV without having to
worry about fitting into your garage safely.
- The Dometic Freshwell3000 air coditioner generates a pleasant air stream and maintains
excellent silence while doing so. Take a look at our collection of supplementary accessories
to yield the effect you desire with your Dometic Freshwell3000.
- Customize the distribution of the flow to suit your needs with its air diffuser system.
Position your Dometic Freshwell3000’s outlet grill where you need them. You can decide
for the stream to either be concentrated in one section of your RV or diffused to different
rooms in a targeted manner.
- The Dometic Freshwell3000 air coditioner comes with a remote control with which you can
effortlessly activate all the functions of the conditioning system. On/Off, temperature
selection, blower speed, operating mode- your selection will be displayed on the digital
display of the remote.
- The system has a soft start mechanism to ensure safe start-ups at campsites where you
may have low electrical protection.
- The Dometic Freshwell3000 coditioner has a cooling capacity of up to 2700 W and a
heating capacity of up to 3000 W- either of the modes can be activated easily by remote
control. The quiet unit and three blower speeds make it easy to maintain an ideal and
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comfortable temperature in your RV.

DOMETIC FRESHWELL3000 CODITIONER TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50 Hz
Cooling capacity: 2700 W
Heating capacity: 3000 W
Length: 628 mm
Width: 400 mm
Height: 286 mm
Weight: 21 kg

If you are looking for a Dometic air conditioner with different technical characteristics, visit the
Manel Service website. full range of air conditioners for vehicles and boats.
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Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 230
Refrigerating yield: 2700 W
Heating power: 3000 W
Length (mm): 628
Width (mm): 400
Height (mm): 286
Dry weight (Kg): 21
Product type: Air conditioner
Coolant: R410A
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